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MANAGED TECHNOLOGIES:
• IBM System i Hosting
• IBM System i Remote Administration

MORTON TECHNOLOGY GROUP:
AN IBM SYSTEM i HOSTING

CASE STUDY

Connectria – expert System i hosting how you need it, when you
need it.
Morton Technology Group has been providing quality information technology solutions for
more than 25 years bringing industry perspectives and delivering best-of-class solutions.
When MTG required a hosting partner with expertise in IBM System i environments, they chose
Connectria and haven’t looked back since. Learn how MTG and Connectria partner to provide a
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compelling hosting option for complex technology environments.

About MTG
Morton Technology Group has been providing quality information technology solutions for
more than 25 years. MTG brings you industry perspectives and best-of-class ideas for using
technology to make your business better. They begin
by getting to know you and your challenges. Then
they deliver options, ideas, and business solutions that
increase your efficiency, lower your costs, strengthen
customer interactions, and enable your employees to
work faster and smarter as they anticipate and respond
to market opportunities. And, they’re not the “sell it
and see ya” kind of people. They remain committed.
They have long-term relationships, and as time goes
on, they help solve new problems and continue to find
opportunities to impact your business in meaningful
ways. Morton Technology Group offers world-class
Business Strategy, Business Solutions, and Service and
Support. “Technology people, business results” is both
their promise and reason for being. They are skilled
professionals and people you can trust.

MTG & Connectria’s Alliance
The MTG & Connectria relationship began in 2002 when MTG became Connectria’s IBM System
i hardware and software vendor. As an IBM hardware reseller and ISV, MTG encountered
opportunities where managed hosting became an attractive alternative. An alliance with
Connectria was a natural fit, whereby MTG could offer its prospects and customers a hosting
option where one was needed. And with their collective expertise in sourcing and managing
System i environments, this became a growing business for both MTG and Connectria.
The MTG-Connectria relationship continued through the years, and eventually turned into a
strategic partnership. In 2008, when a large customer of MTG’s decided to decentralize System i
support to its global dealer network, it created an opportunity for MTG and Connectria. One by
one, many of the dealers chose MTG/Connectria’s System i hosted solution as opposed to owning,
managing and maintaining the servers on their own.
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Today, over 20 dealers now use Connectria System i hosting for managed services of servers
within Connectria’s data centers or Connectria remote administration and management of
dealer owned and located System i environments. While MTG provides System i engineering,
account support and migration
assistance to the dealers,
Connectria manages a complex
“ We’re leveraging Connectria’s skills, they’re one of the
mixture of infrastructure,
premiere hos ng partners, especially in the IBM System i.
including Power Systems, Intel
There’s hardly anybody out there that not only supports
machines, and a variety of
that environment, but does it so well.”
applications behind the scenes
from their data centers. And
since Connectria has taken over
the hosting for dealers, MTG has
seen a dramatic reduction in the
amount of calls they receive regarding issues.
According to Tad Wharram, Partner at MTG, “One client has gone from placing 30 calls a month
down to 5, or even none in some cases. Once the environments are established and working for
the dealers, it almost becomes hands free for them. Connectria is doing all of the work in the
background and they are dealing with less issues because Connectria is proactively finding all
processes and automating up front, thus decreasing the number of support calls having to be
placed on the dealers’ end.”
In addition to the global equipment dealer network, MTG and Connectria support a wide array of
hosting customers, however the System i market has become a special niche.

Choosing Connectria
During MTG’s search to find a hosting provider, they had to find a partner in which they could
prove would get the job done, and provide a level of support above their customer’s expectations.
Besides Connectria, MTG did
evaluate other providers for hosting
services; however Connectria
remained the frontrunner
throughout the evaluation process
and was soon selected for the job.
MTG knew they could count
on Connectria based on the
relationship already in place
between them.
Wharram stated that, “Connectria’s people are top notch, you know they are going to be
there until things are done. Connectria holds themselves to very high standards.” MTG valued
Connectria’s customer focused attitude, and their willingness to treat environments as their
own. This was a contributing factor in selecting Connectria as their partner in providing services,
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particularly within the System i segments. Another key component in selecting Connectria was the
ease of doing business with them. They build customized solutions based on the wants and needs
of the end customer, and have the technical
teams with the skill set and willingness to
“Connectria is so good at what they do,
back it up.
they make hos ng complex environments
This type of attitude allows the customer to
seem
easy.”
be onboard from the start, and alleviates some
of the pressure often put on the customer.
MTG viewed these characteristics as necessary
objectives in supporting and exceeding the
expectations of their client.

To learn more about Connectria and our Oracle Hosting solutions, please visit us at:

www.connectria.com/technologies/iseries_hosting.php
www.connectria.com/technologies/iseries_remote.php

To learn more about MTG (Morton Technology Group), please visit:

www.mortontechgroup.com
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Connectria provides award-winning cloud computing,
managed hosting and custom hosting solutions for more
than 1,000 customers in over 30 countries worldwide. We are
experts in complex multi-vendor solutions, and we support
the broadest range of technologies, managed services and
security in the industry.
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At the core of Connectria is our No Jerks Allowed® company
OWE
philosophy. As The Jerk Free Company®, we’ve established a
unique culture where every individual goes “the extra mile” to
take care of our customers. Being The Jerk Free Company® extends beyond our people
too. We make it easy to do business with us through flexible terms, scalable solutions and
straight-forward pricing to serve the hosting needs of large and small organizations alike.
Tad Wharram, Partner at MTG
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